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ARTWORKS

Vocabulary:

What is the FUNCTION 
of this art work? 
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Part 2: Romanticism, 1830 - France, England, America

106. And There's Nothing to Be Done (Y no hai remedio), 
Francisco de Goya
108. Liberty Leading the People, Eugene Delacroix
111. Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing Overboard the Dead 
and Dying, Typhoon Coming On), 
        Joseph Mallord William Turner
109.  The Oxbow, Thomas Cole
112. Palace of Westminster (Houses of Parliament)
Additional Images:
* The Third of May 1808, Francisco de Goya
* Raft of the Medusa, Théodore Géricault
* The Haywain, John * Among the Sierra Nevada 
   Mountains, California, Albert Bierstadt
* Twilight in the Wilderness, Frederic Churchconstable

Context - Europe and France: 

The sublime
mysticism (pertaining to art)
Romanticism
Gothic (pertaining to Romanticism)
gothic sensibility

1.  Revolution - and social unrest of the 19th century (in France in particular):
        1. Greek War of Independence - cause celebre for Europeans (the English poet Byron)
        2. Napoleon’s invasion of Spain - the atrocities of was (Goya)
        3. July Revolution 1830 - (France) overthrowing the Bourbon monarchy - Louis 
            Philippe - constitutional monarch
        4. 1848 September Revolution - (France) overthrow of Louis Philippe’s government
2.  Nature - Rousseau’s writings - “back to nature” - the soul in union with the natural world
          - the concept that nature was a mystical experience - for Goethe, “The living garment of God”
3.  Sturm and Drang - Goethe’s writings - “Felling is all!” - emotional reality trumps the intellect
          - “Without daring - extreme daring - there is no beauty.  I do not love reasonable painting” - Delecroix
4.  Exoticism - Gothic novels and writings of Poe, Hugo, and Scott
          - for the romantics, the gothic sensibility was something mystical, weird, and fantastic

Manifestations of Romanticism:

1. Historical paintings of disasters, revolutions, Greek liberation - romantic realism
 Raft of the Medusa - Gericault
 The Third of May, 1808 - Goya
2. Nostalgia and Exoticism - interest in other cultures and time periods
 medieval (Gothic) revival (architecture)
3. Fantasy and the imagination 
 Goya’s late work - confronting personal and national demons
4. Landscape painting (England and in America - the Hudson River School):
 - Burke’s A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origins of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful
  the most intense human emotions are evoked by pain and fear (including the great “events” in nature such as
  extreme weather and the sea)
 - Rousseau - believed that nature was a mystical experience when a person became completely “at one” with nature,
  they lost everything except the sense of being
 - Goethe - the soul in union with the natural world nature was “the living garment of God”
  - belief in the beauty and innocence of nature, natural man was at his most virtuous
  - for many artists and writers of the early 19th century, nature replaced Christianity as a religious concept and
  source of inspiration - the divinity of nature, a “religion of Nature”
 - Nature   =   truth   innocence   beauty   virtue
  - the divinity of nature, a “religion of Nature” - the worship of nature equated to morality
 - nature was not created by man and was something received through the senses
 - “our existence is nothing but a succession of moments perceived through the senses

Hudson River School
Manifest Destiny
revival (architecture)

Palace of Westminster (Houses of Parliament)
1870, Barry and Pugin
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